
 
Remedies Template 

Week 1: 
- Self-help remedies  
- Losses and benefits (non-pecuniary loss), cost of repair/diminution in value, 

betterment discount, benefits arising from the wrong).  
 
Week 2- Assessment of compensation in particular situations (normal CL damages): 
Contract (first three are about expectation loss)  

- Failure to deliver goods as promised 
- Failure to convey land as promised 
- Breach of an obligation to build, repair or maintain or repair property (cost of repair 

vs diminution in value)  
- Compensation of reliance loss (e.g. buying spare parts for car if someone delivered 

wrong car etc) 
- Non-pecuniary loss (e.g. breach of contract w/ anxiety, disappointment, distress, 

inconvenience, loss of reputation etc)- pg 117 
Tort 

- Damage to reputation: defamation (pg 132) 
- Damage to land or fixtures- note this is in assignment!! (pg 15-16 notes)  
- Other wrongful interference with land (e.g. trespass to land, nuisance, action for 

recovery of possession of land)  
- Damage to goods 
- Defective promises/goods etc 

 
Week 3: Compensatory Remedies (General principles affecting awards- causation + 
intervening causes, remoteness, contributory negligence, mitigation) and Equitable 
Compensation: 

- Includes specific cases for both tort and contracts  
- Attribution of Responsibility for Breaches of Equitable wrongs (e.g. trust, fiduciary 

duty)- Page 26  
- Lord Cairns Act damages/equitable damages: can be awarded for common law cause 

of action where CL damages would be unavailable/nominal and P is unable to get 
specific perf/injunction OR for purely equitable cause of action in some jurisdictions 
when traditional equitable compensation is not available.  
 

Week 4 (pg 31):  
- Disgorgement of gains (account of profits given)- Restitutionary remedy 
- Reasonable fee damages- Restitutionary remedy (more for property- trespass to 

land, trespass to goods, conversion and detinue)  
- Allowances for skill/effort, discretionary bars to relief  
- Personal remedies for unjust enrichment (action for money had/received, quantum 

meruit etc).  
- Punitive damages (exemplary damages for hurt/mean conduct, aggravated 

damages) 
- Recission of contract 

 



Week 5: Coercive remedies 
- Specific performance (contract)- especially for land and IP  
- Injunctions- especially for IP, Trespass, private or public nuisance, breaches of 

negative covenants not to do something etc.  
- Enforcement of remedies (particularly interlocutory injunctions)  

 
Week 6- ACL  
 

 
Remedies (LLB300) Summaries 

 
Week 1: Overview of Remedies, Self-help remedies and general principles of 

compensatory remedies 
 

Readings: Ch 1, p 1-18, Ch 13, 293 – 309, Ch 2, p 21-52, Ch 6, p 131, Ch 5, p 101-103, Ch 8, p 
193-195, Ch 9, p 206-208, Photo Production Ltd v Securicor Transport Ltd [1980] AC 827 
(Moodle) 
 
What is a remedy? 

- Multiple definitions, ranging from an action/cause of action, substantive right, court 
order/means of enforcing court order or final outcome of litigation.  

- Often seen as a legal response to a civil wrong (i.e. D contravenes/breaches some 
sort of duty/contract which causes P damage). It is a right to enforce a duty.  

- Remedies are ‘secondary rights’ (Austin)- primary rights arise of the substance of a 
law itself and include statements of duty existing independently of any wrong (e.g. 
neighbour won’t trespass on our land, being able to drive home and not be hit by a 
car)- primary rights having other party honour their obligations to you under it. 
Secondary rights (e.g. compensatory damages, spec perf, injunctions) arise in breach 
of our primary obligations- see Photo Production Ltd v Securicor Transport Ltd. 
Restitution is a primary right as it does not respond to breach of duty (Tilbury).  

- Monist view (English)= Remedies are mirrors of P’s causes of action set by the law as 
appropriate to the specific primary right in question. Dualist view= Once liability is 
determined, court can exercise its discretion in choosing the most appropriate 
remedy for the particular case.  

- Sources of remedies: Common law (CL), equity and statute. Default remedy for CL 
breach (e.g. breach of contract, torts including negligence, trespass to land, goods, 
conversion + deceit) is compensatory damages (specific relief available if inapprop, 
gain-based/punitive types available as last resort). For equitable wrongs (e.g. 
breach of trust, fiduciary duty, confidence), specific or gain-based relief mostly 
given- these are always discretionary (coming to equity w/ clean hands, not 
delaying etc). Statute- usually Competition and Consumer Act (CCA) for 
misleading/deceptive conduct.  

- For most causes of action, there is a ‘default’ remedy, but courts can depart from it 
and award others if certain specified conditions are met + it is approp in circs 
(Hammond, pg 7). 

- Another way of characterising remedies is through their goals/functional approach: 
compensation, compulsion (to either do or not do a specific act- usually when CL 



damages are inadequate), deterrence (e.g. account of profits, disgorgement, other 
gain-based relief, reasonable fee damages), vindication (including punishment- e.g. 
self-help, exemplary damages, aggravated damages, apologies, declarations and 
nominal damages, some ACL) + restitution (unjust enrichment- action for money 
had/received, quantum meruit + valebat). Also proprietary remedies (constructive 
trust, proprietary power + lien in equitable wrongdoing, unjust enrichment + 
recission).  

 
 
Common Law and Equitable Divide (pg 8) 

- Equitable remedies are available for breach of equitable obligations (e.g. breach of 
trust- ‘exclusive jurisdiction’), they are also able to be awarded for breach of CL 
obligations (‘auxiliary jurisdiction’- rarer, only where default remedy, which is usually 
comp damages is inadequate, will usually award specific relief instead i.e. 
injunction/spec perf- e.g. tort of trespass likely given). 

 
Self- help remedies (Chapter 13) 

- Involves P making good their rights w/out intervention of judiciary- allows P to 
redress grievances by vindicating their rights. Ps must be careful because by 
exercising self-help sometimes they may be committing a tort! (e.g. going onto 
someone’s property and night and putting prawns there)- reasonableness 
requirement. 

- Includes defence of yourself or property from tortious interference (e.g. eviction of 
trespassers, self-defence of property or the person, reception + replevin, abatement 
of nuisance). 

 
Torts and self-help 

- Includes trespass to land, trespass to goods and trespass to persons, nuisance. 
 

i) Eviction of trespassers and protection of land and goods from trespass  
- Possessor of land can evict trespasser, provided the force used is ‘reasonable’ 

(Hemmings v Stoke Poges Golf Club 1920).  
- Usually, force cannot be used unless trespasser has been asked to leave and given a 

reasonable opportunity to do so (Green v Goddard 1795). However, if trespass is 
done with a ‘strong hand’ possessor can respond with force, as intruder’s conduct 
indicates a request to leave would be futile.  

- At CL, a landlord can repossess property from a former tenant using reasonable force 
(MacIntosh v Lobel 1993), so long as landlord first asks tenant to leave and gives 
them a reasonable opportunity to do this (s 18-20 Imperial Acts Application Act 1969 
NSW). This is subject to residential tenancy act procedure (s 120 Residential 
Tenancies Act 2010).  

- Owners of property can evict squatters who entered forcibly without a court order, 
provided they use no more force than reasonably necessary, especially if squatters 
entered using force/’with a strong hand’ (MacIntosh v Lobel).  

Where license has been given to someone to enter a property (e.g. racecourse, pub, 
cinema) owner of property can revoke licence and eject the licensee as long as they have 
received notice licence is revoked + given reasonable time to leave/collect their 


